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Multilayer Switches and Routers?

 Jelani 40 posts since

Aug 9, 2008

Below, are sections of an e-mail that I sent to someone, earlier...however, I've pasted it with
hopes of getting {quicker} feedback...thanks!

 

Last night, while going through the Inter-VLAN lab, I configured my devices at the Physical
layer, and tested connectivity via pings. Now, in testing out the configurations done within
the 192.168.x.x subnet,  I configured a router PC within VLAN 10 of "L2Switch2-3550", in
order to test its ability to communicate with its gateway router: 192.168.10.1...not a problem.
However, I noticed it was able to "successfully" ping the CORP router's 192.31.7.6/30 and
172.31.1.5/30 interfaces...without provisions of layer 3 routing information.

On the other hand, and during today's AM BGP lab, I tried to test "Austin-R8's" ability to
communicate with devices outside of its connected subnets {e.g. Houston's Lo0 and Serial
IP addresses}, without Layer 3 routing information, and it was unable to.

Why is that?

 

Thanks!

 

/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
http://192.31.7.6/30
http://172.31.1.5/30
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   Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE 2,237 posts since
Oct 7, 2008 Reply 1. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 2, 2009 6:46 PM

SOMEONE has to know about the routes.  So first ask yourself (in the first scenario) who
DID know about those routes?  All assume the first hop L3 device did (whether you were

https://cisco.hosted.jivesoftware.com/servlet/JiveServlet/downloadImage/5241/CCNP_BGP.gif
https://cisco.hosted.jivesoftware.com/servlet/JiveServlet/downloadImage/5242/CCNP_Inter-VLAN+Communication.gif
/people/swmorris
/people/swmorris
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32316
/message/32316#32316
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running a routing protocol or not)  In the second scenario, there may have been more
distance/hops between the information provided, or things unknown.

 

Look at "show ip interface (intf) | include ARP"

 

On routers:  R1(config)#do sh ip int f0/0 | in ARP

  Proxy ARP is enabled

  Local Proxy ARP is disabled

R1(config)#

 

On switches:  SW1(config-if)#do sh ip int vl 12 | in ARP

  Proxy ARP is enabled

  Local Proxy ARP is disabled

SW1(config-if)#

 

So either way you go, that may contribute to your magical reachability.  Go back to the
"does work" scenario and on your interface use "no ip proxy-arp" and then see if you have
reachability.

 

Simple test.

 

Scott

 

PS.  That's a 2-minute glance at the configs, so there may be more detail I overlooked!  It's

been a long day.  
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   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 2. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 2, 2009 7:26 PM

 in response to: Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE

Okay, so, I'll need to execute the "no ip proxy-arp" command on the interfacing trunk ports of
  the CORP router and the multilayer L2Switch, to test this out. In the second scenario, I was
simply trying to ping interfaces in other subnets on Austin-R8's neighbor router {Houston}...in
a way similar to the first scenario.

 

LOL! Not really looking for "magic"...just want to learn why different results, amongst
similarly configured devices, and similar tasks. Though, in one scenario, devices {CORP
router and router PC} communicate via  a multilayer switch.

 

Thanks!

   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 3. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 3, 2009 2:26 AM

 in response to: Jelani

I just awoke, in order to make a correction: In the BGP lab example, such as the case
amongst the CORP and PC routers in the Inter-VLAN Com lab, the Austin and Houston
routers also communicate via their respective Fast Ethernet ports by way of a multilayer
switch.

 

This is in contrast to what I conveyed in my last post, as if there was only a multilayer switch
between the CORP and PC routers {Inter-VLAN lab}, and not between the routers of topic in
the BGP lab.

 

Again, I'm simply trying to find out why, in one scenario, I'd be able to configure trunked
{dot1q} sub-interfaces/VLAN under one router's Fast Ethernet port - after assigning IP
addresses to a couple of its other ports; configure a multilayer switch to trunk {dot1q} with
the router; assign various ports on the switch to their respective VLAN; configure a PC router
that connected to the switch, with an IP address relevant to the VLAN 20 subnet; and, have

/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32318
/message/32318#32318
/message/32316#32316
/message/32316#32316
/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32345
/message/32345#32345
/message/32318#32318
/message/32318#32318
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the ability to "successfully" ping {from the PC router} VLAN 20's gateway address and IP
addresses on the CORP router that were configured on interfaces in other subnets?!!??!
Honestly, I failed to mention that after sending a ping command to VLAN 20's gateway
address, my ensuing ping was to VLAN 10's gateway address...the results of the ping were
successful, and for a moment I simply assumed the results of that ping were doable...even
without the presence of a routing protocol?!!??!

 

Whereas, in the second scenario {the BGP lab}, having two routers connected via their
respective Fast Ethernet port, on the same subnet, and communicating via a multilayer
switch...I wanted to test to find out if one of the routers could "successfully" ping the IP
address of its neighbor's Fast Ethernet port and IP addresses of interfaces in other subnets
also on the neighboring router. Given this scenario, I was only able to "successfully" ping the
neighboring router's Fast Ethernet port, and not any of its other configured interfaces.

 

No. I haven't tested the "no ip proxy-arp" command, as of yet...as it's been suggested.
But, in looking at both scenarios, what's special about one that would require the "default"
proxy-arp to be disabled...and, in the other, {seemingly} proxy-arp doesn't need to be
disabled?!!??! I'm not certain, but trying to learn if this is appropriate behavior. And, if
so...why?

   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 4. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 3, 2009 8:09 PM

 in response to: Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE

Scott:

 

I tried disabling proxy-arp on the CORP router via the "no ip proxy-arp" command to see if
that would prevent the PC router in VLAN 20 on the L2Switch2-3550 from having the ability
to successfully ping every configured interface on the router, without Layer 3 information...it
didn't work.

 

Yet, again, the Houston-R5 router and its neighbor {Austin-R1}, were not able to
communicate outside of their LAN-based subnet...without Layer 3 information.

/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32463
/message/32463#32463
/message/32316#32316
/message/32316#32316
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I've attached a zip folder that contains configs of the devices used in the "does work" and
"doesn't work" scenarios. With the exception of the text files that reference Houston and
Austin, all others are based on the "does work" Inter-VLAN scenario.

 

Jelani

Attachments:
• Configs for Multilayer_Router issue.zip (9.1 K)

   Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE 2,237 posts since
Oct 7, 2008 Reply 5. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 3, 2009 8:35 PM

 in response to: Jelani

Had you cleared out ARP on your hosts though?

 

Windows ARP times out in 2 minutes.  Cisco's ARP times out in 4 hours.

 

Beyond that off-the-cuff answer, I haven't had the time to sit down with your scenario,
sorry....  Brain is jammed in MPLS stuff at the moment and I use the message boards as

"brain freeing moments" to take a break!  

 

Scott

   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 6. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 3, 2009 8:43 PM

 in response to: Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE

Scott:

 

/servlet/JiveServlet/download/32463-5874/Configs%20for%20Multilayer_Router%20issue.zip
/people/swmorris
/people/swmorris
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32478
/message/32478#32478
/message/32463#32463
/message/32463#32463
/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32479
/message/32479#32479
/message/32478#32478
/message/32478#32478
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These are all rack-based devices that I've rented and have configured in each
scenario...remotely connected via Telnet.

 

MPLS stuff, huh? Sounds exciting! :-)

 

Thanks for the reply!

 

Jelani

   Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE 2,237 posts since
Oct 7, 2008 Reply 7. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 4, 2009 5:23 AM

 in response to: Jelani

Mmmm..  Ok then.  I'll play around with it over the weekend if I finish writing this lab the way

I want.  

 

MPLS stuff has its moments.  Like anything, it can be convoluted to the point of making no
sense.   I like to make my student's brains hurt a little, but I have to make sure there are no
implosions!   That's not good for business (grin)

 

Scott

   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 8. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 4, 2009 6:49 AM

 in response to: Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE

Sounds good, Scott. Keep me posted...

 

Jelani

/people/swmorris
/people/swmorris
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32484
/message/32484#32484
/message/32479#32479
/message/32479#32479
/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=32504
/message/32504#32504
/message/32484#32484
/message/32484#32484
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   Jelani 40 posts since
Aug 9, 2008 Reply 9. Re: Multilayer Switches and Routers? Sep 9, 2009 1:34 PM

 in response to: Scott Morris - CCIE/JNCIE

Hey, Scott...I hope this note finds you well.

 

Any news on your weekend test...did you have a chance try out the configs?

 

Jelani

/people/JManzili
/people/JManzili
/post!reply.jspa?messageID=33067
/message/33067#33067
/message/32484#32484
/message/32484#32484

